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Introduction
Times Printers, Singapore, specialises in high quality web, sheetfed quick turn-

around magazines, periodicals, catalogues, textbooks and directories. 

JCS Digital, Singapore, takes pride in her cutting edge digital capabilities, 

quality customer service for print on demand services and variable data printing. 

 

Times Offset (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd, one of the largest commercial printers in 

Malaysia, is equipped with both web and sheetfed capabilities in book production 

and magazines/periodicals. 

Everbest Printing, China, is recognised as one of Asia’s foremost printing 

houses with a strong reputation for producing high quality printed coffee table 

books and commercial products. 



 

With the ever-changing demands, Times Printers saw the importance of providing 

packaging solutions to you. We work with a variety of companies to offer a unique breath of 

capabilities for different industries. Our team is committed to delivering quality assurance, 

superior customer service and innovative and sustainable packaging solutions that allows 

your brand to shine.

We understand one carton does not fit all products! With a unique and smart packaging, 

you will be able to distinguish your product in a crowded market. Times Printers have design 

experts who will work with you to create specialised folding cartons for a wide variety of 

product categories and markets. To value-add our services, we would provide suggestions 

on lowering overall packaging costs and improvement in design. In years to come, we will 

continue to progressively build and hone our expertise in packaging.

Today, our ISO-certified manufacturing facilities in Singapore leverage on sustainable, 

environmentally friendly, and leading-edge technologies to produce quality packaging and 

printed products.

Packaging
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Kraft Paper Bag

Product Eco-Packaging

Eco-pillow Pouch

F&B Consumable 





Our eco-pillow pouches provide an eco-friendly alternative to plastic 

sachets, compromising on strength and quality. One small pouch for 

you, one giant leap for the earth.

Eco-pillow Pouch
A small choice for a big difference

Sustainable can be strong too
Strength and durability on par with that of 
plastic sachets.

Heat seal coating
Prevents moisture and essentially 
non-tearable.

100% eco-friendly
Manufactured with 100% biodegradable 
material.

Automatically eco-friendly
100% machine automated sustainable eco-
pouch packaging, from start to finish.
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Goodbye plastic, hello premium.

When it comes to eco-packaging, we’ve 

got everything you could possibly ask for. 

Our state-of-the-art offset and pouch-

making technology ensures a seamless 

production process from start to finish, 

fully automated and completed all in-

house. With this level of efficiency, we 

can be your manufacturer for the whole 

region.

Eco-pillow Pouch Introduction

3-in-1 coffee can be made instantly, but that plastic coffee 

powder sachet lasts a lot longer than an instant. That’s right - 

something as small as a sachet can go a long way to saving our 

environment, or on the flipside, harming it. If only there were a 

biodegradable alternative to make those morning coffees more 

guilt-free...



Keeping our forests alive
100% recycled Kraft upholds our 

conservation efforts, while FSC-certified 

paper guarantees ethical protection for 

our forests, with a tree planted for every 

tree cut. 

Choose local for low cost
Made in Singapore, our Kraft paper bags 

are high in quality and low in cost, making 

them the obvious choice across the 

region.

Picture perfect prints
While Flexo printing is the industry 

standard, we’ve raised the bar with state-

of-the-art web-press technology for 

superior output.

Automatically eco-friendly
A 100% machine automated process in 

our Singapore production plant ensures 

eco-friendly output from start to finish - 

handles included.

Kraft Paper Bag
100% compostable
and biodegradable
Created with responsibly sourced Kraft, FSC paper and birch materials.



Kraft Paper Bag Introduction

Regular paper, move aside: Kraft has taken over the world. From 

takeaway bags to packaging, demand for this simple brown 

paper has skyrocketed in recent years due to its eco-friendly 

nature and wide versatility. It’s quickly becoming obvious that 

Kraft paper bags are one of the must-have options to carry out 

sustainable corporate practices.

Kraft Paper Bag
Carry nature’s craftsmanship
Kraft paper bags are made only with either FSC-certified paper or fully recycled 

Kraft paper, guaranteeing protection for our forests. But here’s why we’re a cut 

above the rest: our state-of-the-art production line is the first in the region to 

supply premium eco-friendly paper bags at a fraction of the usual cost. Now you 

can carry quality and sustainability wherever you go.

We can craft itWe can craft it
Kraft paper bags come in all shapes, colours and 

sizes - we know this well because we can make 

them all. Our Singapore-based plant houses a 

stunning range of fully automated machines with 

the capability to create every kind of Kraft paper 

bag you could imagine. Whatever you need, we 

can craft it. 
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Our 100% compostable F&B Consumables are the eco-friendly packaging to 

combat single use plastics . Created from natural resources, they provide a fresh 

althenative to the massive consumption of styrofoam and plastic packaging 

currently saturating the industry. It’s sustainability you can takeaway.

F&B
Consumable
Order green to-go

F&B Consumable Introduction

Simple, convenient and fast: that’s what the food delivery 

sector is famous for. However, signle-use plastic takeaway 

packaging seems to be the easiest way to meet these KPIs, to 

the detriment of the environment. We need F&B packaging 

that allows businesses to stay in the green while staying 

green.

Look, no leaks!
Layered with food-safe and liquid-

safe natural plant-based resin to 

prevent spillage and leaking.

Support that sustains
Exclusive partnership with 

sustainable R&D houses in India, 

Indonesia and Thailand.

Phase out plastic
Mitigate the impact of 

single-use plastics.

Dining as nature intended.

Natural is the way to go. Our consumables 

are made from 100% plant-based 

materials like sugarcane bagasse and corn 

starch. Even better, our all-natural resin 

coating guarantees leak-proof dining, so 

you never have to deal with bento box or 

coffee cup spills again.
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Product Eco-Packaging
Infinite Possibilities
A production line like no other. Singapore based printing plant is well equipped with 

fully automated offsed and finishing machines. We can tailor the packaging boxes to 

your specifications to suit your business needs.

Packaging possibilities range from a food-grade box for your cookies to a beautiful 

printed box containing your product.

Product Eco-Packaging Introduction

Whether you’re a massive corporation or a simple start-up, 

one thing’s for certain: every product you sell must be packed 

in a box. But maybe it’s time to look beyond the dime a dozen 

cardboard or paper packaging, and start searching for a more 

environmentally friendly alternative.

Packaging to protect the earth
Eco-friendly 100% biodegradable 
material.

Colours created to care
Designs created with natural soy-based 
printing ink.

Quality, quickly
Efficient machine-automated process 
from start to finish, guaranteeing smooth 
production of quality packaging.

Premium in-house production
100% in-house manufacturing with state-
of-the-art offset technology.

The whole package deal.

When it comes to eco-packaging, we’ve 

got everything you could possibly ask for. 

Our state-of-the-art offset and finishing 

technology ensures a seamless production 

process from start to finish, fully automated 

and completed all in-house. With this level of 

efficiency, we can be your manufacturer for 

the whole region.
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Meet our game changing solutions for 
everything you thought was impossible.
Guess what? Now, it’s POSsible.

Compact & Practical

Supply Chain

Premium & Advanced

Hybrid Printing Process

Eco-Friendly

Easy Add-ons

our

5-star solutions

ENDLESS
POS-SIBILITIES
ON DISPLAY
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Fuss-free assembly?
It’s possible.

•   Simple at every step
Quick and easy assembly, instruction manual provided

•   Buil-in-strength 
Eash shelf fortified by metal rods at its base

•   Light weight, heavy lifter
4 shelves hold up to 40kg each

•   Low-cost, high quality
Strength and stability rival metal acrylic POS displays at  a fraction of the cost

Get a load of this: our POS displays can hold up to 160kg across 4 shelves while being 

extremely lightweight and simple to assemble, with metal rods at the base of each shelf 

providing unrivalled strength and stability. Talk about minimum input, maximum output.

Experience the 
possibilities here
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Traditional
Printing

For many years, Times Printers’ core business has been 

fulfilling the demand of large quantity time-sensitive prints. 

As such, we employ the state-of-the-art technology that 

delivers timely results that are above industry standards 

for quality. To remain competitive, we progressively bring 

in new machines to provide the best quality goods to our 

clients.

Our cost-effective print solutions cover high-quality, 

quick turnaround time-sensitive weekly and monthly 

magazines; high quality books and long-run directories; 

polished marketing collaterals and educational materials 

such as full-colour textbooks.

All our customers appreciate our seamless pre-press to 

printing press process that translates to speed, savings, 

and reliability without compromising on the flexibility to 

respond to urgent requirements.

Expertly managing & maintaining 

the wide array of quality equipment 

is our team of skilled personnel 

who understand the industry. Our 

people keep pace with the latest 

technological breakthroughs so that 

they can constantly offer innovative 

solutions and carry out quality 

control in every stage of production 

in the entire value chain. Their 

dedication to their craft makes 

Times Printers what it is today and 

will also contribute to what Times 

Printers will be in future.

Year after year, we have 

maintained our record of raking 

up numerous print awards for 

excellence in printing. Most 

importantly, for medium to large 

print-runs, offset and web printing 

is still the most cost-effective 

solution.
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In recent years, the print business landscape has 

changed drastically. We see a drop in the print quantity 

and projects tend to be ad-hoc rather than contractual. 

By offering digital printing solutions, you can now keep 

your costs low by printing only what is required. Times 

Printers operate an extensive digital printing operation 

with dedicated bindery unit to fulfil such demands.

Our innovative digital capabilities and quality 

customer service empower us to deliver print-on-

demand services with quick turnaround for time 

sensitive printing needs. In addition, our impressive 

host of services range from digital print-on-demand 

to e-book application; from variable data printing to 

scanning and archiving services and more.

Going beyond digital printing, we also partner 

our customers to integrate cross media marketing 

initiatives to execute successful marketing campaigns. 

In recognition of our quality performance, we have 

garnered national and international recognition over 

the years.

Digital Printing

THE 
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ADJ ASST PROFESSOR
YEO SEE CHENG

Chairman,
SHBC 2023 Organising Committee

ASST PROFESSOR
LAWRENCE LEE

Chairman,
SHBC 2023 Scientific Competition Committee

GOLDGOLD

Organised by:

Academic Partners:

AWARDED TO

SHBC Student Awards 
(Open Category)

Brandon Wong
JOHN

*Variable Printing



Times Printers Private Limited

18 Tuas Avenue 5, Singapore 639342

Tel: +65 6311 2888

Email: marketing@timesprinters.com

Times Offset (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd 

Times Subang, Bangunan Times Publishing

Lot 46, Subang Hi-Tech Industrial Park, Batu Tiga 

40000 Shah Alam, Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia

Tel: 03 5628 6888        Email: timesoffset_mktg@tpg.com.my

Printing Plant, China
Everbest Printing Ltd

Printing Plant
Times Offset (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd

Headquarter and Printing Plant
Times Printers Pte Ltd


